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Contemporary Topics is a series of four textbooks, ranging from high-beginning to 
advanced, which utilize content-based instruction to teach academic listening, note-taking, 
and discussion skills.  Pearson Longman published the third edition of books 1, 2, 3 in 2009 
and added the introductory book with this release. Each unit in the series is centered on an 
academic lecture covering a variety of content areas such as sociology, biology, business, 
public health, and linguistics.    
 
For each level, there is a student book, Teacher’s Pack, audio CD and DVD available.  Across 
the series, the student books are consistently and thoughtfully organized.  In the student 
book, each unit leads students through eight steps, beginning with activities to connect to 
the topic, build vocabulary and introduce and/or review note-taking strategies.  After 
watching the lecture, students complete comprehension and discussion activities; moreover, 
each book contains suggestions for extension activities.  The activities in the student book 
are valuable and facilitate student learning; however, instructors and students might find 
the vocabulary activities repetitious in form throughout the units.  Nevertheless, 
supplemental ideas for class activities can be added to provide some variety for each unit.  
Ideas for such activities can be found in the Teacher’s Pack, which offers numerous helpful 
features for planning and instruction: transcripts of all items on the DVD and CDs as well as 
unit objectives and teaching tips which include bonus activities, estimated time for each 
section, answer key and unit tests.  
 
The DVD is perhaps one of the most useful and beneficial components of the Contemporary 
Topics series; each lecture takes place in a lecture hall and has a live student audience.  
Additional features on the DVD provide important scaffolding for students and can be turned 
on and off at the instructor’s discretion: subtitles, Coaching Tips which pop up during the 
lecture containing note-taking and critical thinking strategies, and Presentation Points which 
model note-taking through a split-screen view.  Another important element of the DVD is 
the model student conversations about the lecture intended to teach small group discussion 
strategies such as agreeing or disagreeing, offering an opinion, asking for clarification, and 
reaching a consensus.  These student discussion activities and the additional Extend the 
Topic activities at the end of each unit provide a variety of options for students to explore 
the content more deeply and to apply new skills and strategies.  
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In addition to containing audio of the lecture and student discussion, the CDs also feature 
additional activities and oral questions for the unit assessment test. Each unit test consists 
of ten audio questions with a test paper including only multiple choice answers for students 
to select.  The audio testing feature is a unique asset, but the tests fail to assess vocabulary 
and note-taking strategies as all ten questions are focused on the lecture content.  
Additionally, while the series offers substantial note-taking practice within each unit, it lacks 
additional lectures for use to assess the students’ abilities to apply the listening and note-
taking strategies to new lectures.  
 
One of the most valuable aspects of the series is the accessibility of the lectures for second 
language learners.  In an attempt to provide scaffolding for note-taking, the “Try It Out” 
note-taking section of each unit offers students the opportunity to practice the particular 
note-taking and listening strategy, such as using symbols and abbreviations and using 
sequence markers to organize. In addition, the producers strived to make each lecture not 
only visually appealing but also interesting to students; each takes place in an authentic-
looking setting and features current topics such as multiple intelligences, video games, 
space exploration, food addiction, and microcredit.  The emphasis of visual cues, prominent 
use of discourse markers, and adjusted rate of speech offer students valuable opportunities 
to practice comprehension and note-taking skills.  While the series is successful in making 
the lectures accessible, it lacks substantial gradation of difficulty between the lectures in the 
four levels.  The lack of increased length and rate of speech in the higher level of the series 
results in the introductory level being too challenging for high beginner learners and Level 3 
not being adequately challenging for advanced students. 
 
Even with the repetitive nature of some unit activities and lack of certain assessment tools, 
this series would be a useful adoption for a program focused on academic English skills for 
students preparing for secondary or post-secondary courses which would require lecture 
note-taking and discussions.  Each level of the series could be completed effectively in a 10-
12 week term. However, if a program were using this series for a program over several 
terms using multiple levels, the repetitive nature of the activities and structure of the units 
may detract from the student motivation and engagement.  Programs or instructors 
considering adopting this series may view a sample lecture and student discussion from the 
level 2 book at http://www.pearsonlongman.com/ae/skills/contemptopics. 
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